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Presentation Agenda
• Safespill Systems and presenter introduction
• Industry problems - flammable liquid pool fires
• Safespill systems’ solution
• Fire test videos
• How does the system work
• FM Global approval
• IBC Storage Unit discussion

• Future products and timeline
• Q&A

Tristan Mackintosh - CEO
Before founding Safespill Systems, Tristan ran business development for Bayards USA, one of the world’s top aluminum
construction companies. Tristan was responsible for developing the market for “helidecks” (helicopter decks) for oil and gas
platforms, in the Gulf of Mexico from 2010 to 2013.
While dealing with fire protection suppliers for these helidecks, he learned that similar fire protection systems are used in
aircraft hangers. He also learned that these foam based systems could go off by accident and create havoc to the aircrafts inside
hangers. From experience, he knew aluminum can be strong enough to take the weight of a parked aircraft but still be hollow
to drain spilled jet fuel.
After building a prototype in his garage and burning up several prototypes at a local fire field, he presented the concept to Fire
Protection Engineers of the US Navy (NAVFAC) as a potential solution to replace high expansion AFFF systems in aircraft
hangers. Based off the excitement of the US Navy Safespill Systems was founded. After realizing the military was not the
shortest route to revenue; the company shifted focus on industrial and chemical facilities. Inevitably questions like, “What’s FM
Global thought of the system”, or, “Is it FM approved”, came up. After showing several fire tests to FM Global; a relationship
was built. Which then lead to FM Global creating a new FM Approval Standard “Ignitable Liquid Drainage Floor assembly 6090”
in May 2017.
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